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THE PHILOSOPHY OF LUBA VITCH ACTIVISM

Introduction

Over the past few decades Lubavitch has become well-known
in Jewish communities throughout the world for its intense of-
fensive toward a greater observance of Torah and Mitzvot. Num-
erous young men and women move to dozens of cities and coun-
tries, often far away from their own places of origin, on shlichut
(mission) to establish new, or fortify already existing, educa-
tional institutions and to fil responsible positions involving

spiritual or educational needs. Their sole objective is to strength-
en Jewish consciousness and religious awareness in their new
surroundings. Many more, holding a vanety of positions over
the whole spectrum of professional occupations, seek, each in
his or her own way, to achieve the'same objective in their dif-
ferent environments.

A profound spirit of, activism pervades the whole community
of Lubavitch. Thousands of Jews from every kind of background
have been exposed to an experience and influence of classical
Judaism causing them to reorient their lives toward their his-
torical identity and traditional values. And many of those who
found the way back to their roots are now themselves active in
the frontlines guiding other back. ·

LubavItch seems to be an anachronism in this day and age.
As early as a century ago already, professional historians, anthro-
pologists and sociologists, wrapped up in their precisely calcu-
lated :statistics and natural laws of causality, wrote off Hassidism
as a passing relic and idiosincrasy of an age long past. But it
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seems that no one informed the Hassidim of these prognostica-
tions. They defy and frustrate these prophets of doom by their
tenacious, continuing survivaL. Verily, even after the terrible,
decimating tragedy of the holocaust which, proportionally, struck
the Hassidic community more than any others, Hassidism today
enjoys a renaissance which staggers the imagination. Like the
choI, the legendary phoenix-bird which constantly rises again
in youthful freshness from its own ashes, Hassidism blossoms
again, vibrantly alive and persisitently spreading.

Many are perplexed: whence this strength? Whence this mir-
aculous courage? Whence this unbelievable steadfastness and
power in this day of counter-culture? In the midst of this very
world Lubavitch not only stands its own ground but successfully
broadens it.

The following is an attempt to formulate, more or less system-
atically, the philosophy of Lubavitch activism which inspires
the Hassid to pursue his ideals unaffected by his environment.

It is taken from the writings and talks of the present Lubavitcher
Rebbe, R. Menachem M. Schneerson shelita, most of which
have already appeared in print in the course of time. (Most of
the quotations are freely translated and adapted from the orig-
inal Hebrew or Yiddish.) In these sources it will seek the an-
swer, and its philosophical rationale, to the general questions:

1. What is a Hassid? 2. What is the Hassid's mission? 3. How is he
to go about realizing it in the context of Lubavitch activism? 4. What
is the role of the Rëbbe?

More specific questions, like what is the rationale behind the
Chabad-principles of disseminating the mystical lore of Hassidic
teachings and what is the basic concept of a Rebbe per se in,
Hassidism, are outside the present frame of reference. Though
ultimately these two aspects are intimately related to the point
of unity, we shall deal here only with the exoteric face of Luba-
vitch rather than with the esoteric one.

I

The foundation-stone of Hassidism is the Zoharic dictum of
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the unity of God, Torah and IsraeLi Thus the Ba'al Shem Tov
taught: the essence of worship this day is that man bring him-
self to an all-encompassing love of God, love of Torah, and love

of Israel.2 And the very fist proclamation the Lubavitcher Rebbe
issued on the day he assumed Hassidic leadership was to the
effect that these three loves are wholly and inextricably one:

One cannot distinguish between them, for they are truly one, like unto
one essence. The Ba'al Shem Tov states in the name of earlier sages
that when seizing but a part of essence one seizes it in its totality. 

3

Hence, as the three loves are essentially one, every one of them con-
tains all three; for when seizing a part of essence one seizes it all.
Where there is love of God but no love for Torah and Israel, that
love of God is clearly defective.4 In turn, where there is a true love
of Israel then, notwithstanding the fact that this itself is one of the
"rational commandments" which reason alone already obligates, lS
ultimately one wil arrive 'at love of Torah and God.

And this must be made known: when seeing a Jew who has love of
God but no love of Torah or Israel, he is to be told and made to re-
alize that it cannot endure. In turn, when seeing a Jew who has but
love of Israel, he must be brought to love of Torah and love of God.
One must further see that his love of Israel should not consist of
merely providing food for the hungry and water for the thirsty, but
that on account of his Ahavat Israel (LOVè of Israel) he is to bring
fellow-Jews to love of Torah and love of God.

Where these three loves shall be united they wil form the "threefold
cord that is not quickly broken" (Eccles. 4: 12). And that, too, shall
bring the ultimate redemption. For just as' this last exie was caused
by the opposite of Ahavat Israel,6 so by means of Ahavat Israel wil
occur the redemption from this exie speediy in our days.7

The Ba'al Shem Tov interpreted the dictum "All Torah that
is without work ends in failure"8 to mean that in order that the
Torah endure it must be accompanied by work in and preoccu-
pation with Ahavat Israel.9 Everyone must work on Ahavat
Israel to infuence a fellow-Jew to become better. Indeed, ths
wi be to his own benefit as well, as our sages commented10

on the verses "the poor man and the man of substance meet to-
gether, and the Eternal enlightens both their eyes" (Proverbs

29: 13) and "the rich 'and the poor meet together, the Eternal
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is the Maker of them all" (Proverbs 22: 2). For just as it is with
the poor and rich in the material sense so it is with the poor and
rich in the spiritual realm - that when the rich endows the poor,
the Eternal endows the rich also.ll

Only he that surrenders himself with complete self-sacrice
to Ahavat Israel can be sure of himself that he will be whole.12

Thus R. Schneur Zalman of Liadi taught that the commandment
"and you shall love your fellow-man like yourself' (Levit. 19:8)
is a means and prerequisite to the commandment "and you shall
love the Eternal your God' (Deut. 6: 5) ;13 and that by the act
of material and spiritual charity is effected that "tzedakah exalts
a nation" (Prov. 14:34)14 - i.e., that his own mid and heart
become purified infinitely beyond what they were.15

II

This concept of "spiritual charity" is a constantly recurring
theme. In one of his fist pastoral letters the Rebbe writes:

Man possesses a body and souL. And just as there is materìal povert
(in food, clothing, shelter) so there is spirìtual poverty where the de-
ficiency is in spiritual things: knowledge of Torah, observance of
mitzvot, and the practice of good deeds.

The Rebbe refers to the Rabbinic interpretation of Isaiah's state-
ment of the ordinances of righteousness that draw nigh unto God
- "is it not to deal your bread to the hungry and that you bring

the cast-out poor to your hoiis'e! When you see the naked that
you cover him and that you hide not yourself from your own
flesh" (Isaiah 58: 7) :

The hungry refers to him that is famished of Torah, and bread refers
to the Torah . . . If there be a person that understands Torah he is to
provide others, too, from his Torah . . . How are we to understand
"when you see the naked," etc.? Surely in the sense of when you see
a man lacking in the knowledge of Torah, take him into your house
and teach him to say the Shema and prayers, and teach him daily
one verse or one law, and encourage him to full the mitzvot. For

none is naked in Israel but he that lacks Torah and mitzvot.l1

The constant emphasis on "spiritual charity" is not to belittle
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in any way the plain sense of the mitzvah to render material
assistance: One of the ways to befriend and bring nigh a fellow-

man is by extending a helping hand to offer physical and ma-
terial succor. While this is an essential part of the obligation of
Ahavat Israel, obviously it will also help to bring him nearer
spiritually. But one is not to wait and make material aid depend-
ent on the spiritual, but do so absolutely and unconditionally. is

III

The preoccupation with Ahavat Israel, of which the Ba'al
Shem Tov taught that it applies even to a Jew at the furtest
end of the world whom one has never seen,19 and of which the
Maggid of Mezeritch said that it means to love even a totaly
wicked person just like a completely righteous man,20 relates

especially to one whom Divine Providence has led to a place
where Torah and mitzvot are weak. Should such a one claim
that he needs to protect himself and seek to escape from this
kind of place saying "I save my own soul," he should know that
this is a matter of pikuach nefashot - saving lives.21 And in

cases of pikuach nefashot one is not permitted to make such cal~

culations.22 As Divine Providence has led him there, it placed
upon him a mission and endowed him with the abilities to con-
vert that place to one of Torah and mitzvot. To teach us this
very truism the Talmud23 relates how Rav came to Babylon
and "found there an open field" - i.e., places where the people
were ignorant and negligent in the observance of the laws of
Sabbath, dietary laws, etc., ,"and he put a fence around it" -
i.e., he instituted enactments to prevent them from further trans-
gressions.24 .

Also, the Talmud25 relates of R. Chanina bar Pappa that he
wished to experience what R. Joshua ben Levi had attained.
But notwithstanding that there is not anything written in the
Torah that he had not observed, and, indeed, when his soul

passed to its eternal rest a pillar of fie formed a partition be-
tween him and the world,26 he was unsuccessfuL. For R. Chanina
could not answer affrmatively the question put to him "have
you attached yourself to the sufferers of ra' a tan (a contagious
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~..
disease with extremely repugnant symptoms) and engaged thus
in Torah?" Many Amoraim, the Talmud relates there, had dis-
tanced themselves from people afficted with this disease. R.
Joshua ben Levi, however, attached himself to these sufferers
and studied the Torah. He sought to disseminate Torah every-

where, even among the sufferers of ra' atan, and that is why he
merited what he did. And that, too, is. the instruction of R.
Joshua ben Levi, in Perek Kinyan Hatorah,27 that one must be
occupied with Torah, i.e., not just learn for oneself but dissem~
inate Torah even unto the very lowest level of the "sufferers of
ra' atan."28

However, this principle is by no means to be understood in
terms that one is to neglect oneself and go out of his way to be
preoccupied with others only. For one thing, the above-cited

locus classicus of Isaiah 5 8 ends with the exhortation "hide not
yourself from your own flesh," i.e., you may not ignore, and
must work on, your own fleshness, your own involvement with
the mundane.29 Moreover, one should for sure not force one-
self of oneself into "narrow straits." To be sure, there is always
a lot to be achieved, but at the same time "all roads are pre-

sumed to be dangerous,"3o - thus why expose yourself inten-
tionally to danger!

If, however, it be (that he went down into Egypt compelled)
by decree,3\ i.e., that he was told to and sent there, or that he
finds that Divine Providence has 'led and brought him to that
particular place, then all these arguments fall by the side; after
all, it is "by Divine decree."32 He must know that when he comes
there by decree, then as for himself he is under compUlsion, ,

going only because of the decree, and hence he must do so joy-
fully and is assured that "I wil also surely bring you up again"

, (Genesis 46: 4) and in the 'end he will come out "with great
substance" (Genesis 15: 14) spiritually as well as materiaiiy.s3

IV

The previous Lubavitcher Rebbe, R. Joseph Isaac (1880-

1950) once recalled34 a thought-provoking conversation that
took place between his father R. Sholom Ber (1860-1920) and
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a . Hassid :

The Hassid asked: .'Rebbe, what is a Hassidrl
R. Sholom Ber answered him: "A Hassid is a street-lamp lighter. A
street-lamp lighter has a pole with fie; he knows that the fie is not

his own, and he goes around lighting all lamps on his route."
The Hassid asked: "But what if the lamp is in a desolate wilderness?"
The Rebbe answered: "Then, too, one must light it. Let it be noted
that there is a wilderness and let the wilderness feel ashamed before
the light."
"But what if the lamp is in the midst of a sea?"
"Then one must take off his clothes, jump into the water and light it
there !"
"And that is a Hassid?"
The Rebbe thought for a long moment and then said: "Yes, that is a
Hassid."
The Hassid persisted: "Rebbe, I see no lamps!"
"That is because you are not a street-lamp lighter."
"How does one become such?"
And R. Sholom Ber replied: clOne must be sur mera' (avoid evil).
When beginning with oneself, cleansing oneself, becoming more re-
fined, then one sees the lamp of the other. When, Heaven forfend, one
is crude - one sees but crudeness, but when himself noble one sees

nobility ~"815

When the present Rebbe recounted this conversation, he add-
ed: The lamps are there but they need to be lit. It is written
"The soul of man is a lamp of the Eternal" (Proverbs 20:27)
and it is also written "A mitzvah is a lamp and the Torah is
light" (Proverbs 6:23). A Hassid is he that puts his personal
affairs aside and goes around lighting up the souls of Jews with
the light of Torah and mitzvot. Jewish souls are in readiness

to be lit. Sometimes they are around the corner; sometimes they
are in a wilderness or at sea. But there must be someone who,
disregarding personal comforts and conveniences, will go out to
put a light to these lamps. And that is the function of . a true
Hassid.36

Hassidism in general demands that one disseminate Torah

and Yiddishkeit all over and seek to cause good to a fellow-Jew,

and as R. Sholom Ber put it another time: "A Hassid is he that
surrenders his self to seeking the welfare of another. "31 Over

and beyond that Chabad demands pnimiyut (inwardness; es-
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sence), i.e., that all thngs be done not just superficially, as a
mere act of faith, but with inner conviction, with the soul-facul-
ties of Chabad,38 to the point of involving even the rational
faculties of the anmal soul and even the physical brain of the
body; this is the mystical concept of the Divine soul entering

the physical body.B9

v
To this point we have a clear defition of what it means to

be a Hassid and what the Hassid's task and mision in life is.
But how is he to set out to realze his ideal? The answer to ths
question is found in the following quotations from the Lubav-
itcher Rebbe:

The essential features of the attitude and policy of Lubavitch are not
to content ourselves with defensive tactics. That is to say, not to wait
until a position of Y iddishkeit is attacked in order to rally to its de-

fense. This has been the erroneous atttude of American Orthodox
Jewry and also of Jewries in certain European countries. The proper
attitude is to employ offensive and preventative methods through the
widest possible dissemination of, and propaganda for, those high ideals
for which classical Orthodoxy stands. As a logical corollary of this
attitude it follows that we cannot remain content with activity confed
to our own, immediate circle. Propaganda for true Orthodoxy must
be directed at all strata of Jewry.40

In a private conversation in the summer of 1951, the Rebbe
dealt with this same point at greater length:

Orthodox Jewry has unfortunately concentrated upon defensive strate-
gy. We were always worried lest we lose positions and strongholds.
And indeed we had all reason for worr. One Jewish bastion after
another has fa:ln into the hands of the non-religious. Had Ortodox

. Jews, instead of waiting to defend, taken the offensive and sought to
widen their influence and create more and better bastions for Torah-
Yiddishkeit, the situation would be quite diferent and the non-religious
would not, as is now the case, dominate Jewish communal affairs.
The lesson to be drawn from this is obvious. To discharge ourselves
of our duty we must take the initiative and wage an offensive. Ths,
of course, takes courage, planning, viion and the will to carr on

despite all odds.
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But that has always been the true Jewish approach, the Torah perspec-
tive on life and the ways of Divine Providence. If we were to count
the odds and weigh the chances, we would be lacking in bitachon -

faith in the ultimate afrmation of the right and justifcation of the
just. Weakness, lack of power and influence, should never deter us
from the path prescribed by the Torah. We must not be frightened
hy the fact that only a minority of the millons of Jews gathered in

this country are to be counted as Torah-conscious Jews. We must
Iwow only one thing: our task and our wil to do it. Success is not
lip 1"0 us; it is in higher hands.

The thing we have to fear m.ost at this moment is the defeatism and
the defection that has gripped some of our best elements in this coun-
try in the face of the growing effects of so-called "interfaith" move-

ments, and the watering down of the very content of our religion to
a point where our children wil no longer know whether they are
Jews or not. This defeatism is even worse than the limitations to
defensive tactics. Charity begins at home. We cannot talk of assuming
responsibilty for the rest of the Jewish world, of building new centers
for Torah and Yiddishkeit elsewhere, even in Eretz Yisrael, if right
here in our midst our" brothers and sisters are being engulfed. More
than that, we have no right to .teach and lead others if at home we
neglect the very thing we want to make others dO.41

The offensive for Torah-Judaism that the Rebbe speaks of
is directed at all Jews, regardless of their background and present
status. For one thing, all Jews in unison are one body, the in-
dividual members of which interact and are most intimately
related one to another. The acts and affectations of anyone of
them affect directly every other one as welL. 42 Also, there is not
a single Jew, as far as he may seem or thought himself to have
drifted from the center of Y iddishkeit, who does not have some
good point, some particular mitzvah which by nature or inclina-
tion he may promote. This spark of "good" in each soul can
and must be utilized for the good of the Jewish community, and,
in turn, for the good of the person who does it.4s Each individual

. counts, because each individual may perhaps become a leader
, or the father. of many generations to be gained for the Torah,
or,God forbid - to be lost.44

According to the Rebbe, the non-Orthodox are to be not only
. the .objects but also the subjects of the cal to arms for Torah-
Yiddíshkeit.
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For example, take the danger of mixed marriages; if we can use even
those of our people who do not believe in any other of the 613
mitzvot than the preservation of the purity of our familes, we must
defiitely call on them in order to be able to stem such defections

from our faith and with it from our nation. Not alw'ays does it matter

who does the "doing" as long as it is done. The accomplishment
counts for what it achieves objectively and for what it does to the
one involved. (The same would apply to Jewish education - that
whoever has the power and the wil to contribute some aspect, some
particular skil or capacity towards the offensive for Jewish education

must be drawn upon.)45

VI

The obvious questions that rise now are: how does one ap.
proach non.religious Jews to become involved and more ob-
servant? Even while allowing for individual gains to be made,
what realistic hopes are there for the success of such an offensive
for Torah- Y iddishkeit? At times it would seem that for every
one won over, the Hassid probably meets up with perhaps two
disappointments as well. How, then, does one retain the courage
and enthusiasm to carryon if the odds are so heavily weighted
against?

The Rebbe states that it is a well-known empirical fact that
where matters of Torah and mitzvot are concerned every Jew,

no matter how estranged, is generally found responsive.46 To
be sure, one Jew may more readily respond to this partcular
mitzvah or idea, while another one to that. It is all a matter of
experience and approach. But where the approach is right no
Jew is wholly unresponsive! For no Jew is absolutely stripped
of every vestige of Jewishne~.47

It would serve no purpose to approach the non-observant
with demands for immediate, full ascent to the Torah way of
life. But through a pleasant, understanding and helpful approoch
a good many of these ~traying souls can be brought back par-
tially, and gradually even completely. But ths is possible only
if we take the offensive and if we do not fall into the trap of
overlooking the trees because of the forest.48

The most important thing is "no comprolle," according to
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Lubavitch. Compromise is dangerous because it sickens both
the body and the souL. A compromiser who tries to 

mediate re-

ligion and environment is unable to go in either direction and
unable to distinguish the truth.49 The great fault of Conservative
and Reform Judaism is not that they compromise but that they
sanctify the compromise, still the conscience, and leave no pos-
sibility for return (teshuvah). 50 The Rebbe states that

It is important to know that one must do everything, but at the same
time we welcome the doing of even a part. If all we can accomplish
is to save one limb, we save that. Then we worr about saving
another.51

This strict adherence and allegiance to the principles and
precepts of Torah in the perspective of the historical tradition
of classical Orthodoxy by no means implies that Orthodoxy in
general, andHa~idism iii particular, are to be seen as a fossil-
ized conservatism. The Rebbe says that

I don't believe that Reform is liberal and Orthodox is conservative.

My explanation of conservatism is someone who is so petrified be
cannot accept something new. For me Judaism or Halakhah or Torah
encompasses all the universe, and it encompasses every new invention~
every new theory, every new piece of knowledge or thought or action.
Everything that happens in 1972 has a place in the Torah, and it must
be interpreted, it must be explained, it must be evaluated from the
point of view of Torah even if it happened for the fist time in March
of 1972.52

The distant future does not seem to be the immediate concern
of the Hassidim. As the Rebbe put it:

We can see only what is going on right now, in the present, and on the
surface. The patterns of Providence are not unveiled to us til later.
Our task, and in particular that of Jewish youth, is to do and want
to do. The rest is not up to us. But, to cite the late Lubavitcher Rebbe
(R. Joseph Yitzchak) of sainted memory, we have two basic assur-
ances. The first is: every action is worth more than a thousand sighs.
And secondly: no action for a good purpose has ever been done in
vain. In the long run it wil succeed and pay its dividends. These must

be our guiding principles. 
53

We ourselves do not count. It is our task~ our sacred mission, that
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matters. And if we but want to carry it on, our goal wil not remain
unachieved.54

If all the mitzvot of the Torah must be carried out with vigor,
then, ~ fortiori, the mitzvah of Ahavat Israel, the very founda-
tion of the Whole Torah.55 One must speak with fellow-Jews
about Torah and mitzvot, and, if unsuccessful, speak again.
Even if he should object adamantly, be not impressed. On the
contrary, hi~ opposition only proves that he is affected. 

56 Thus

one must speak to him again and again until he accedes. 
57 One

must go about this strongly. To be sure, the discussion must

be in a pleasant manner to make it acceptable, but with con-
vincing strength. With this combination of pleasantness and
vigor one will succeed. When not successful at first, one is to
know that the fault lies not with the other but within yourself.
The other is good, but because your own words "do not come
from the heart" that is why "they do not enter the heart."58

In the perspective of this goal and sense of responsibility, odds
just do not count and may not count.

vn

What is the role of a Rebbe in this context? If. such com-
parison be permssible, it would seem to be that of a "chief
street-lamp lighter." Every Jew has the "soul of man that is a
lamp of the Eternal," though there are some among them that
wait until it be lit for them. And that is the function of the
Nesi'ey Yisrael (the Leaders of Israel; the Rebbes) - to light

this Divine lamp in every Jew . Just as in the Menorah (Cande-
labra) there are seven different branches, so, too, there are
seven general groups of Jews, 59 each with its own peculiar traits,
needs and approach, - and the Rebbe's role is to light them
all. 

60

In a similar, though differently worded, way, the Rehbe once
allwered a group of students that had asked him this very
question:

The Jewish people are referred to as Eretz Heifetz (a land of delight,
or a land of treasure, Mal. 3: 12). In the earth lie concealed many
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treasures, but they are not visible on the surface and one must dig
deeply in order to find them. However, not all know the right places
where to dig for them. Some explore and in the end find only swampy
waters and mire, as happened, for example, to Freud when he delved
into the labyrinth of man's psyche. Others again wind up with nothing
but rocks, as happened, for example, to Adler who found but a striv-
ing for superiority directed toward strength and dominance. Only an
expert knows where to dig so as to find the truly precious treasures:
silver - symbolic of the love of God; gold - symbolic of the awe
before God; and diamonds - which allude to the essence - faith.
To find these treasures that is the task of a Rebbe.61

The role of a Rebbe thus is that of a soul-geologist who mani-
fests the latent powers and treasures concealed in all, who seeks
to awaken in everyone the potential he has. He is the generator
that charges and a beacon that guides in whom all the above is
succinctly crystallized. His role as mentor and counselor, whose
advice and blessing is sought in matters spiritual and material,
is seen in the same context: the context of responsibility toward
hts people. When asked how he can possibly reply to the multi-
farious concerns ranging from questions of theology and meta-
physics to family- and business-affairs as well a¡s medical prob-
lems, the Rebbe replied that, for one thing, he is not afraid to
answer "I do not know." But above all -

If I know, then I have no right not to answer. When someone comes
to you for help and you can help him to the best of your knowledge,

and you refuse him this help, then you become a cause of his sufer-
ing.62

But even while the Rebbe's role is central, at no times should
his presence give rise to some form of personality-cult. Hassidim
are not to rely for themselves on the . Rebbe's efforts: Chabad-
Hassidism demands that a Jew attain all positive qualities by
means of personal effort.63 One mu~t not be content even with
natural goodness, i.e., with that which comes to man naturally
and easily. Everyone must exert himself in the service of God,
both physically as well as spiritually, and as it is written "man
is born to toil" (Job 5 :7) .64

" The objective of every individual must be to act and to ac-
tualize, though not just simply act but to do so with the effort
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which the Torah refers to as amal (toil). Only then does man
raise hilDelf from the level of ad am (man) - "dust from the
adamah (ground)" (Genesis 2: 7) to the level of adam' - "eda-
meh (I will be like) the Most High," (Isaiah 14:14)65 as it
were.66 And as the Rebbe proclaimed the day he assumed lead-
ership:

Chabad has always demanded that everyone must act himself and notto depend 01) the Rebbe. .
(This is the difference between Polish Hassidism and Chabad:
the former base themselves on the principle of "The Tzadik
yichyeh by his faith" (Habak1 2:4). Do not read yichyeh (lives)
but yechayeh (animates). J 65

Thus alL. of us need to act personally, with the 248
organs and 365 limbs of the body and the 248 "organs" and
365 "liiibs" df the soul. . . Each one must convert to holiness
the folly' of the "opposing forces" and the' vehemence of the
animal souL. Moses could have built the sanctuary all by him-
self, but he wished that all Jews have the merit of partcipating.
Thus it is self-evident that in fulfilling our'duty to establish an
abode for Divinity here on earth all of uS1 and all J ews1 must

partake. Everyone must act himself and carry out his mission.6s
And in a paraphrase of the maxim that "everything depends

on the will,"69 the Rebbe says:

It is not we that count - we with our weaknesses and limited capa-

, bilties. It is our wil to do a task that we realize is important. Success
is not in our hands, it is the Lord's. But we have to wil to do what
He demands of us, and in that wil all our weaknesses and insuf_
ciences wane 'and become insignificant. 70

NOTES

1. Zohar III:73a; c/. Tikunei Zohar XXI:60b.
2. Butzina Denehura, quoted in R. Sholom Mendel's comprehensive anthol-

ogy. Sefer Ba'al Shem Tov (2nd ed.. Landsberg i946~. vol. 11. p. 68.
3. Toldot Ya'akov Yosseph, Vitro: VI (ed. Jerusalem 1960, p. 1 82a). See also

ibid., Chaye Sarah: III (p. 69a) where this maxim is cited in relation to the
mitzvah of Ahavat Israel. Sefer Ba'al Shem Tov, voL. II, pp. 134 if.
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